The Rise of a New World - Looking at the Future With Optimism
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As time progresses into the next decade, and especially towards 2024, know that this world, given the falling of the jewish power, will get hit with numerous unforeseen and negative events. The will be negative in the perceivable short term.

One such example was the Coronavirus crisis. Yet behind every curse there can be blessings. Has the enemy been more exposed than today?

These events will appear negative to the world, and will mostly coincide with power abuse coming from jews, lying such as the recent "global" events, who, after being revealed entirely, will as always try to pull the plug on human advancement. Their short age of leadership will come to challenges and then to an end.

Jews however right now may lead for a short while the world, yet, the world is only but a ship that sails straight into Satanic waters, who are raging and will bring us to the end of the human, Aquarian Oasis. Some very few smart leaders and enlightened individuals from this era, understand this and want to do what is best. Do not think that everyone looks out for the worst.

The enemy can go as far as move the ship and do reckless moves, knocking down many oppressed people that currently exist into the ship. The deeper we go into the whirpool of Satanic Power and Satan's Age, so does the ship sail straight into waters where its steering jews do not matter. The deeper we go, the less their rocking of the wheel will matter, and less and less will become their ability of social control. By the actual advent of the era their control will be history.

The future age is going to overthrow by default endless systems of oppression and control the enemy has built, and will be based on popular power and interaction between human beings with direct exchange. Jewish middle-manning our collective evolution and discarding or stealing the gifts that the Gods intended to rain on mankind, will cease more and more.

We are actually going to experience a world, when we make it, that will live away from the jewish superstition and reptilian tribal psychopathy. For hundreds of years people lived into a jewish psychodrama, meant only to satisfy the reptilian jewish and hostile soul.

For example, our recent technological advances, they want to turn into enslavement apparatus. But little do they see, when our own waters will submerge them, the monsters they create will be used against them. The knot they wanted to choke humanity with, will be onto them.

Despite of anything that happens, maintain your spiritual practices, stay strong, cleave to the Gods and Satan. Through the storm we will witness a rise into a new and better civilization.
The extent of how many ruins we will leave behind rests on us disallowing the jews to pull the lever in this ship that sails into the next era. Every RTR holds the wheel stable so that we go into this with less casualties. The final result of this will be better captains for the future.

Nothing is set in stone and do not allow the lizardine inhuman offspring to intimidate you with fear or contempt of our collective future. The advent of the information era, knowledge era, and advancement era is ahead of us, and we know what we need to do.

The Internet like 20 years in, the first communication technology that globalized free information exchange, exposed their conspiracy to full blown attention.

Now they desperately try to censor and create censorship hypertechnology based on AI to sink human understanding, limit and censor information they deem is a threat to them. Proving only that any accusation is only facts and correct. But it is just too late, we are already moving into the next level and changes will rain as flashes, which they cannot catch or prevent.

As we progress and humanity wakes up, a lot of things instructed on this site and our Godly knowledge will be imparted better into the next men and women that will exist on but also present people. The enemy knew their best bet was to hide, and malform the understanding of this information, as its diminishing was despite their efforts, unable to manifest. Now the payday for their transgressions against the Gods that their elders warned them about is coming ever growing on them.

Due to the nature of such cataclysmic changes, some human beings will keep stuck on the lowest of the lowest depths, while others will rise. Those who are wise, have now the biggest opportunities, access to knowledge, than ever before. Those who want to sink likewise have an ever increasing power to do so.

Everytime one meditates one must understand this is a privilege, so is taking a part in this to do the RTR so we can turn our distressed, but hopefully soon to be better, planet around.

Rejoice in this power, and know thst despite of everything, we are doing better even through the storm, which for all intents, it is a Satanic one, where our Gods will smite the idols of the jews to smithereens.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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